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A bit about me

• Paediatric OT and volunteer with Gympanzees. 

• Working with children who have neurological differences for 
around 28 years.

• Have specialist post-graduate training in Cerebral Palsy, ASD, 
Dyspraxia (DCD), ADHD, Brain Injury, Sensory Processing Disorders.

• Interested in finding ways to enhance the quality of life, having 

fun and increasing participation - in family life, learning and 

community activities- for all the youngsters I meet. 

• Independent practice, Hands Up, in Wiltshire.



Today’s session will cover practical ideas for developing 

hand skills for play and learning, self-care and other useful 

skills such as AAC access and early pencil skills.

The format will be: 
A couple of slides for each topic to start our 

discussions and then we will share 

experiences and tips with each other. 

I will provide some information about therapy 
approaches, equipment/ toys and practical 

tips to add to your parental toolbelt. 



How fine motor skills typically 

develop

• Develop from the middle and go outwards – start with trunk and then 
get to arms

• Shoulders and trunk first- we need stability!

• Little boy using support from floor to stabilise his shoulders to allow 
him to reach.

• Second boy shifted weight to get weight on 1 arm to release the other 
arm.

Hypertonia- stiffness means too much stability and not enough 
movement.

Hypotonia- floppy muscles mean instability and movement where it’s 
not wanted. 



 

First child using a roll under head and shoulders gives stability to 

be able to reach. 

Second child using lots of flexion to break an extension pattern. 

Adding roll could create pivot point.



Reaching and shoulder stabilisation practice

For a child who is trying to bring legs 

together – this breaks the pattern so 

they can isolate just the arms 

without the pattern coming in.

Tapping through or pulling through 

the stick gives lots of sensory 

feedback and helps activate 

muscles.

Works as reverse weight bearing –

you can hold hands so effective if 

hard to hold themselves



Therapist helping shoulder blade to 

move forward – helps to bring arm 

forward. 

Shoulder strap can stop them reaching 

forward.
Fig 84 – turning arm out a bit – better 

position for release for hands.



Positioning Equipment:

Acheeva

Learning Station

Jiraffe Ly-On

Sleep system bits, 

towels and bolsters
Nice equipment to help 

support and give a 

change of positions



Jiraffe Ziggy

Firefly Playpak

Specialised Orthotics 

Nessie 



Stability in sitting:

Bar stool is difficult. With feet dangling is even 

harder. 

1st photo – red trousers is using wide base to give 

support. Guy with jacket has tucked in his feet to 
get more extension in trunk. Using table to 

support himself.

When hips tilt backwards, shoulders go forward 

and head drops or hyperextend neck. Making 
him asymmetrical.

Need chill out position and working position

Guy too high – cant use 

arms.

Trip trap allows good 

support



Support, trays and hands…

Top right – no table so is 

pushing up through arms 

and clenching jaw to keep 

stable. Needs a tray or up 

against table. Gives him a 
point of stability. Grab bars, 

one arm. Grabzees? Tucking 

one arm in. Arm-gaiters.

Has good hip position with a 

closed hip angle. 

Left: Better positioning with a 

tray. If you tilt forward a bit 

just for activities, can make it 

easier for hand use. 

Left- seat too upright 

although aligned and 

supported- small tilt 

backwards would 

help.



Preparation for using hands:

• Address the balance of stability and mobility- reduce tone 

and/or increase activation of shoulder, elbow, wrist and finger 

muscles.

• Weight bearing – Get active – simulate weight bearing holding a bar, 
crawling, side sitting

• Move and hold in a tone influencing position (TIP) – opposite to the 

pattern – reduces tone. Gaiters can help to get there. Weight 

bearing is important

• Provide sensory prompt- sweep tapping – from arm to hand, under 

arms along trunk – wakes up muscles. Vigorous sweep – sweeping 

spider off arm. Do it over muscles on opposite side from what they 

want to do. Back of hand, down back, up tummy, up thighs.

• Move through small range first, making the task easier initially so less 

effort

• External supports- eg splints, supports for movement (eg your hand), 

gaiter, grab bar – to help use that arm for stability in a good position.



Weight bearing over roll/ bolster to get 

weight bearing if hard on their own. 

Shift side to side to reach with the 

other side.

Bottom left – towards TIP
Small range to prepare for using hands

Start big towards the more specific 

exercise



Often lots of tone in palm side of hand.

Thumb can be the thing that brings the 

wrist and forearm inwards.

Think of botox in thumb rather than elbow/ 

wrist.
Prepare hands – stretch shoulder and wrist 

and then thumb and then put it in useful 

position – holding object



Grasp & release and 

learning about the world
• Let go against a surface first eg your hand, tray (gives stability to let go)

• Pass hand to hand

• Letting go into mid air: casting/ throwing away- do we reinforce this and 
can it become a habit….? Try to put it into something instead to break this 

pattern. Teach your child to use edge of surface and then post – lean 

edge of hand on edge of container to let go into container.

• Posting and orienting to specific place to achieve a goal = reinforcement. 
Important stage for learning, enables us to sort like/differences, 

categorisation and language development. 

• Sorting helps with wrist movement. Use stickers on the bottom of puzzle 

piece for them to turn hands to look at. 

• Categories are great for cognition and language



Fine Motor Progression in Play

Bash, swipe, flap, jiggle- spatial awareness of arm and hand in space, 

eye hand coordination. 

Container play- reach, target, letting go

Sorting and posting – grasp, regrasp, position, rotate wrist and fingers

Fixing together – manoeuvre and manipulate, rotation inside the hand

Use of tools: randomly, playfully, purposefully, functionally

Skill development by practice and refinement eg drawing, writing, ball 

skills, musical instrument



Grasp and Release



Developing grasp skills

• Big movements and whole hand grasp first

• Start to mould hand around the object

• Then start to move the object to be held in an optimal position

• Then re-grasp and continually adjust each hand holding in a different 

way

• Problem solving- holding multiple items at a time

• Sensory feedback is so important – helps brain anticipate what they 

are going to hold – reach for, mould their hands to. Builds repertoire 

and exposure to different textures. Builds memory banks



Wrist position for grasp and release

Help them press down 

to mould on floor/ 

cylinder



Facilitating wrist extension and hand opening

• Try it ourselves- make a fist and bend wrist

• Consider the long term goal and possible future outcomes of always 
using a flexed wrist to let go of objects.

• Will depend on cognition, attention and motivation- takes effort, 
planning, persistence and takes more time initially. A bit annoying 
when you’re playing!

• Facilitation: sweep tapping; use supination- rotate wrist to thumbs up. 
Using a noddle to rotate wrists



A word about thumbs…!

Muscle imbalance creates difficulties:

If muscles are really tight in thumb and they try to extend this can over 

stretch thumb so dislocates thumbs.

So targeted botox to keep thumb healthier.

Splinting or sustained positioning. Lots of 

options. 

McKie (shipping from USA) and Benik 

(through KSA) – recommended. 

Benik – stretching and stability. McKie

Benik

KSA

Allard

Chaneco



Precision grasps

1st – correct pattern

2nd – imbalance of tone

3rd – practice stretches or for them to 

hold

Splint – McKee splint – mod to high tone

Reinforced and really helps.



Learning to release with a bit of write extension. Needs to think about what she is doing. Need 

a bit of maturity for this.
A bit of extension with finger extension helps with function, tools, dressing etc. Need a bit of 
extension for driv ing electric wheelchair.

Play wiping table, pushing things away etc to get extension
Need function in and out of splints  (Length of time: see what they put up with and gradually 

increase with motivation and success!) 



Splints….

Promedics. Very 

minimal support 

but may just be 

enough

Benik

Allard

Roylan – arthtritis

– not great.KSA

Sensory warning!

Not feeling so much. Splints 

should be on and off. These 

are functional. 

Give a long stretch before 
activity. Take them on and 

off

Hand feels different with 

splints and when they 

come off



Eye-hand sensory links

The eye-hand-mouth triangle

(playing with something in mouth then bring down to see it)

Brain- sensory regions, body awareness, 

builds more shoulder stability , jaw stability 

and tongue coordination for weaning and 

talking, eye-hand coordination… etc

Sensory mouth play is good. Chewing on hands,

chewing to get jaw stability to help with 

Shoulders. Check with SLT re dummies 

(may reinforce immature and incorrect patterns) 

It is very important for children to experience a 

variety of textures, weight, temperature in their 

hands as this develops many other brain 

connections needed for language, thinking and 

planning skills. Splints on and off is important so 

they can FEEL



Tips and ideas: 

developing use of both 

hands

“Do-ing hand, helping hand”
Helping hands will never be as good as Doing hand – need to be good 
enough to stabilise, need to let go and regrasp to help Doing hand.

Activities that need stabilising:

Stacking bricks/ cups, clip together trains, pull apart toys (popping, 
Velcro, suction), and pushing together

Fix marble run

One hand holds while the other manoeuvres:

Open boxes, zips, twist tops, pouring

Old fashioned mechanical whisks and bubble bath

Cutting out

Both hands cooperatively working:

Threading, button snake, weaving



Examples of bilateral work. Holding and doing.



Tips and ideas: grasp strengthening

Squeezing and twisting:

Sponges, popping and bellows toys, 

Resistive materials: 

therapy putty, play dough, stretchy toys

Water squirters, squirty bottles

Stapling patterns or fringes round card

Hole punching patterns in card board

Thread pipe cleaners into colander 

Popping bubble wrap- ensure the hand/palm is shaped. 



Tips and ideas: Using tools

Quick rewards:

Magnetic wands, musical, use ipad stylus, hammer/

pounding toys, magnetic fishing,

Water-colouring, paint brush with water 

To develop strength:

Potato masher or scoop, bellows toys- shoot stuff!

Rolling, shape cutting dough

Cut up Velcro fruit, lettuce knife and soft fruit, play doh



Tips and ideas: developing pencil grasp…

Hold a peg around 

the pencil to help.

Start of using 

joystick.

Sloping table helps 

them stay upright so 

not slouching as 

much and brings the 

activity to 
comfortable eye 

level. 



Eazyhold- Amazon 

£40 for 5

Active hands grip aid



Tips and Ideas: scissors skills

• Thumbs up, index finger out

• Hand strength, eye hand, bilateral coordination

• The skill gives foundation for pencil, knife & fork, 

use of other tools, attention and persistence.

• Teaches grasp and release/ open and close



Scissors continued…

• Re-grasping the paper is an important step to develop, if possible. 

See MamaOT.com for excellent resources: (This is good for hemiplegia)



Targeting for AAC or tablet 

access

Neoprene supports pointing finger and then other 

strap keeps fingers down.

Use a sock, cut a hole in end of sock to get finger 

out and then scrunchy to hold it on the hand.

Bowling game – push away games work to 

reduce tone, strengthen opposite muscles and  

good for getting pointing.



Tips and Ideas: Refining grasp and 

finger isolation

Push fingers through holes

Small button activated toys or noisy books

Use: egg boxes, ice cube trays, pill boxes,

Finger painting and printing

Walk like a spider, football fingers 

Squish playdough.

Anything to push a finger into to get pointy finger.



Tips and ideas: self care and 

household



Dressing Tips

• Facilitating skills

• Looser clothing

• Dress arms that’s more affected first

• Take most off and he does last bit.

• They can do part of it –

• Use same prompt to how they do it.

• Adapting the task/ clothing





Tips and ideas: using cutlery

Kura Cutlery, Caring Cutlery (junior and regular sizes available),

Clever Grip Nanas Manners:

Stabbing with a fork may be easiest!

Use a box under their elbow to help them support their elbow

Etac adjustable spoon

Start by using non-food  eg playdoh.

They try with easy food eg banana, bread, 

cheese string



Tremor and athetoid movements

• STABILITY- good positioning, shoulder girdle activated and supported

• Hard to achieve  mid range of posture and movements

• Difficulty grading pressure and power. 

• Elbows on the table or tuck in at the sides.

• Consider angled surface- brings table to the child, enables forearm 

stability without leaning over work and using too much flexion.

• Weighted items- hand splint, cutlery, 

pencil help to dampen tremors.



Toys I like at the moment…!

Squigz
Magnetic 

shapes/ tiles

Smartmax



Discussion:

• Apps

– Cause and effect games.

– On Gympanzees Our Home Web Resource – look up fine motor 
skills – has a load of apps.

– Press home button 3 times so cant swipe off screen. Guided 

Access

– Dexteria Junior – squish things that splat.

– Bubbles – pops

– Lazer Lights

– Finger Paint

– Tocaboca paint my wings.

– Tocaboca Robot Lab



Discussion:
Gympanzees Website for Fine Motor development resources

Useful search words on Pintrest: Fine motor skills activities; Fine motor OT

A really useful website: https://www.nhsggc.org.uk/kids/resources/

(full of excellent downloadable help and suggestions sheets)

Books I like:

https://www.nhsggc.org.uk/kids/resources/

